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Greenpoint Technologies and Spike Aerospace Sign MOU for
Supersonic Business Jet Interior Designs
Kirkland, Wash. – 31 October 2016 – Greenpoint Technologies, a Zodiac Aerospace Company, signs a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Spike Aerospace, creator of the Spike S‐512 Supersonic
Business Jet.
Spike Aerospace is developing a supersonic business jet through a global collaboration of elite
aerospace companies. Spike and Greenpoint signed an MOU which defines the Design relationship
and offers Greenpoint’s experience and knowledge in interior design, engineering and technology to
accelerate the development phase of the VIP business interior.
Greenpoint EVP Bret Neely emphasizes, “Greenpoint’s culture focuses on innovative frontiers in
business aviation for private clients and Heads‐of‐State. The V‐VIP 787‐8 and 747‐8 interior
completions represent the company’s aspiration to design, engineer and deliver novel, highly
technical programs. The S‐512 supersonic interior fits perfectly in Greenpoint’s pioneering portfolio.”
Spike Aerospace President and CEO Vik Kachoria states, “I believe supersonic flight is primarily about
building better relationships with customers, suppliers and partners. The interior will reflect modern
comforts for the next generation to conduct business faster than the speed of sound. Greenpoint’s
award‐winning design and engineering team is an ideal interior partner for our S‐512 program. We are
very excited to be working with Greenpoint!”
The next step for the companies include an interior study with engineering and design to capture the
interior’s possibilities. Greenpoint’s goal is for the artistic visualization to be as close to the actual
product as possible, with photo‐realistic renders that capture the excitement of the supersonic
vision.
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About Greenpoint Technologies
Greenpoint Technologies is a premier Business Jet Completion Center, creating superior aircraft
products and VIP completions. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP completions with an exemplary 99
percent on‐time delivery rate in nearly 30 years of operation. Greenpoint Technologies is part of
Zodiac Aerospace, a world leader in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional
and business aircraft, as well as helicopters and space applications. To learn more about Greenpoint
Technologies, visit www.greenpnt.com.
About Spike Aerospace
Spike Aerospace is leading a global collaboration to develop the world’s first supersonic business
jet, the Spike S‐512 Supersonic Jet. This advanced next‐generation aircraft, with Quiet Supersonic
Flight technology, will save travelers up to 50 percent flight time. A world‐class team of senior
engineers with backgrounds from leading aerospace companies are developing the high‐level
conceptual design of the supersonic aircraft. Top aerospace firms, including Greenpoint
Technologies, Maya, Siemens, Aernnova and Quartus Engineering are providing their expertise in
aircraft design, engineering, manufacturing, and testing. Fly Supersonic, Do More.
http://www.spikeaerospace.com/
About Greenpoint Aerospace
Greenpoint Aerospace in Denton, Texas, offers maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO), interior
refurbishments, VIP completions, aircraft painting, and avionics repair, upgrades and installation.
Greenpoint Aerospace services the following corporate aircraft: Challenger, Learjet, Gulfstream,
Beechcraft, Citation, Pilatus and Piaggio. The company is part of Zodiac Aerospace, a world leader
in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional and business aircraft, as well as
helicopters and space applications. To learn more about Greenpoint Aerospace, visit
www.greenpointaero.com.
About Zodiac Aerospace
Zodiac Aerospace is a world leader in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional
and business aircraft as well as for helicopters and spacecraft. The company develops and
manufactures state‐of‐the‐art solutions to improve passenger comfort and amenities with high‐
technology systems that increase aircraft performance and flight safety. Zodiac Aerospace has
35,000 employees worldwide and generated revenue of €5.2 billion in 2015/2016, for more
information visit www.zodiacaerospace.com.
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